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autoSONICroboSONIC-I                     flexible portioning

The roboSONIC-I slicer is a highly flexible, in-line robotic cutting 
machine incorporating ultrasonic cutting technology. It is equipped 
with an ABB industrial 6-axis robot together with a comprehensive 
operator interface, which provides a highly flexible solution for 
cutting a wide range of products. The machine features a through 
conveyor, and this standard model is typically used for cutting on 
carrier boards. Products are loaded onto the conveyor infeed, then 
transported under the robot cutting head. The portioning process 
is executed quickly and accurately, according to a pre-selected 
program; product guides may be used to ensure the boards are 
held while the cutti ng takes place. A blade cleaning tank ensures 
even the most challenging and sticky products do not affect the 
ability of the system to achieve consistently high cut quality.
The machine is based around a stainless steel frame and food grade 
materials are used throughout. The design is strongly focused on 
ease of use, cleanability and ease of maintenance, with simple 
and effective operator interfaces. All electronic components and 
the compact robot controller are housed on the underside of the 
machine, which means that the robSONIC-I has a small footprint 
and may be supplied as a mobile option for flexible production use.

The roboSONIC-I is particularly well-suited for portioning tray-
bake, round and slab products in the bakery industry. Its through 
conveyor and compact footprint make it ideal for manufacturers 
who need fast portioning, with the power of ultrasonic technology, 
incorporated as part of an in-line process flow. A huge range of 
cutting patterns are achievable with the blade mounted on the 
robot, which means that the machine offers a high level of future-
proofing and the ability to handle a huge range of product variants 
without any change parts, with program selection at the touch of a 
button. Multiple products may be loaded on a single carrier board 
so that high throughput can be achieved.

range overview

application

key features

• Superior cut quality using ultrasonic technology

• High accuracy and repeatability with ABB 6-axis robot

• Fast and accurate portioning with through conveyor

• Hygienic, low maintenance and easy to clean

• Integrates into an existing in-line process

For higher volume requirements, the standard machine platform 
can be extended to incorporate a multi-robot and multi-blade 
solution whilst maintaining the fundamental principle of in-line 
portioning.
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roboSONIC-I                     flexible portioning
dimensions h x w x d 2200 x 3500 x 1400

weight 800kg approx

electrical connection 13A 230V Single Phase

air connection 80 psi 6 bar compressed air

cuts per minute up to 80 cuts per minute dependent on product

maximum product width variable

maximum product depth 150mm

construction stainless steel frame and chassis with polycarbonate guard   

cabinet electrical/electronic components housed within the lower stainless steel panels - IP65 rated

control system robot controller and ABB HMI

cutting head ultrasonic sonotrode

product drive variable speed conveyor

cutting head control robot controlled

operator interface engineer functions include diagnostics, 
manual mode, password protection and system settings

product loading manual loading and offloading by operator

portion configuration variable angular rotation (for number of portions) controllable via touch screen

machine mobility mobility option available

cutting height and speed configurable

slice yes

stack no

rotary portion yes

shingle no

product centraliser no

pre-weigh no

orbital radius cut yes

in-tray cutting option yes


